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Jurisdiction is authority over or responsibility 
over people (in personam) &/or issues or 
actions (subject matter)
Jurisdiction in Indian country has been 
significantly impacted by:

Treaties
Acts of Congress
U.S. Supreme Court Cases

Jurisdiction in GeneralJurisdiction in General

Subject matter jurisdiction
◦ the power of the court to hear the case 
◦ cannot be consented to or waived  
◦ If subject matter jurisdiction is lacking the 

judgment or order is VOID
Look to treaties, tribal codes, US Supreme 
Court cases and state cases/laws



Refers to authority or responsibility over 
people
requires some contacts with the forum so 
that forcing the defendant to litigate in the 
forum does not violate traditional notions of 
fair play and justice. (minimum contacts)

Personal JurisdictionPersonal Jurisdiction

a) all lands within the limits of any Indian 
reservation under jurisdiction of the US Gov., 
notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, 
and, including rights-of-way running through 
the reservation, 
b) all dependent Indian communities and 
c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to 
which have not been extinguished including 
all rights-of-way running through the same.

Definition of Indian CountryDefinition of Indian Country

Tribes have had dispute resolution forums for 
generations (long before formal tribal courts 
were developed)
Traditionally dispute resolution forums took 
on many forms but all had the purpose of 
enforcing community standards, norms and 
safety
Most often laws or community rules were 
taught from generation to generation (law 
was not textual)



Ex Parte Crow Dog 109 U.S. 556 (1883)
◦ was the impetus for early tribal court development 
◦ case involved a homicide perpetrated by one 

member of the Lower Brule Sioux Community (Crow 
Dog) against another member (Spottedtail)
◦ in this case the United States Supreme Court 

recognized the inherent right of Indian Nations to 
resolve their own internal conflicts--even for 
serious felonies

Tribal CourtsTribal Courts

Congress responded to Crow Dog by enacting 
the Major Crimes Act found at 18 U.S.C. Section 
1153.  
◦ This Act granted federal courts jurisdiction over 14 

enumerated crimes but not over minor offenses.
Congress also responded by creating CFR 
Courts.  
◦ These courts still exist today primarily in Oklahoma. 

CFR Courts have severely limited jurisdiction by 
federal regulation.  

NOTE: Tribal jurisdiction in this presentation refers to 
Tribal Court jurisdiction.

Congressional Response to Ex Parte Congressional Response to Ex Parte 
Crow DogCrow Dog

Three sovereigns are sharing some authority 
over matters arising in Indian Country.  
Determining jurisdiction is a function of 
federal/tribal statutes, treaties and US 
Supreme Court cases and has become very 
complex

ComplexitiesComplexities



Indian Civil Rights Act
◦ Among other things it defines tribal court 

jurisdiction to some degree
◦ Placed restrictions on sentencing authority of tribal 

courts
◦ Conferred individual rights to tribal members 

(enforceable against actions of tribal governments)
◦ Enacted in part because off allegations of 

corruptions and abuses of authority by tribal 
governments against tribal members 

recall: US Constitution/ Bill of Rights DOES NOT 
APPLY in tribal court

Will depend upon the place where the crime 
was committed, race of perpetrator and race 
of the victim unless the federal statute is one 
of general applicability. 
Federal crimes of general applicability apply 
to all persons regardless of race or location 
within the United States.—GENERAL CRIMES 
ACT) (mail fraud, treason)
We are not going into Pl 280



Some 1153 crimes include: murder, intent to 
commit murder, manslaughter, kidnapping, 
maiming, incest, aggravating assault, assault of 
a person under 16 years of age, arson, 
burglary, robbery and other specified felonies.
1153- I v I and crime is one of 14 crimes listed 
in the statute.  
◦ Federal and Tribal will have concurrent jurisdiction
1153- I v non-I and crime is one of 14 
enumerated crimes listed in the statute.  
◦ Federal and Tribal will have concurrent jurisdiction

Requires an inter-racial crime
Will not apply to: 
◦ crimes by Indians against Indians, crimes by Indians 

that have been punished by the Tribe, and 
◦ crimes over which a treaty gives exclusive jurisdiction 

to the Tribe
I v non-I and the crime is not listed as an 1153 
crime
◦ Jurisdiction: Feds  under 1152 and Tribe have 

concurrent
Non-I v I the Feds  under 1152 have exclusive 
jurisdiction (Tribes have no criminal jurisdiction 
over non-Indians see Oliphant v. Suquamish)

I v I and the crime committed is not listed in 
1153, 
◦ the Tribe will have exclusive jurisdiction
Non-I v non-I 
◦ the State will have exclusive jurisdiction
Non-I without a victim 
◦ the State will have exclusive jurisdiction
I without a victim 
◦ the Tribe will have exclusive jurisdiction



Offender Victim Crime Jurisdiction
Indian Indian Major crime (1153) Federal 

Tribal

Indian Indian Non-Major Crime Tribal

Indian Non-Indian Major Crime (1153) Federal
Tribal

Indian Non-Indian Non-Major Crimes Tribal

Indian Victimless Tribal 

Non-Indian Indian General Crime(1152)
Assimilative Crimes

Federal 

Non-Indian Non-Indian Any Crimes State

Non-Indian Victimless State

Criminal JurisdictionCriminal Jurisdiction

Oliphant v Suquamish 435 US 191 (1978)  
◦ tribes have no criminal jx. over non-I offenders
Duro v. Reina 495 US 676 (1990)
◦ ICRA restricted tribal court jx to tribal members 

therefore tribal court does not have jx. Over non-
member I

U.S. v. Lara 541 US 193 (2004)
◦ Interpreted the “Duro Fix” (ICRA amendments) as a 

recognition of inherent tribal authority over non 
member I
◦ An individual can be tried by feds and tribe and It IS 

NOT a violation of double jeopardy 



Williams v. Lee 358 us 217 (1959)
◦ Generally, Indian tribes have exclusive jurisdiction 

over a case brought by any person (member, non-
member Indian or non-Indian) against a member 
Indian arising in Indian Country.  

In 1981---The Court further examined the 
“general rule” and began to place restrictions 
based upon land status (where incident giving 
rise to the litigation occurred)
As to non-members on fee land, the US 
Supreme Court has announced the Montana 
Rule found in Montana v. U.S.
◦ Case involving ability of the Crow Tribe to regulate 

hunting and fishing on the reservation by requiring 
non-I to purchase a tribal hunting/ fishing license

The inherent sovereign powers of the Tribe 
do not extend to non-members of the Tribe 
on fee land except: 
◦ 1) a tribe can regulate the activities of non-

members who enter consensual relationships 
with the Tribe or its members through 
commercial dealing, contracts, leases, or other 
arrangements or 
◦ 2) when the conduct threatens or has some direct 

effect on the political integrity, economic security 
or health and welfare of the Tribe.



Note that some state statutes such as the 
UCCJEA may set forth certain jurisdictional 
parameters.
Some state supreme court cases may set 
forth certain jurisdictional parameters.

National Farmers Union v. Crow 471 US 845 
(1985) 
◦ Parties must exhaust tribal remedies before filing 

an action in federal court
◦ Tribal Court must first determine whether it has 

jurisdiction
Strate v. A-1 Contractors 520 US 438 (1997)
◦ Held that a state highway running through the 

reservation trust land was equivalent of fee land 
and therefore Montana rule applies 

Recall: Federal court jx. Requires (diversity of 
parties or federal ?)

IN CRIMINAL CASES
Identify whether any federal statutes of 
general applicability apply.
Identify any applicable treaty.
Identify where the crime was committed.
Identify the race of the violator.
Identify the race of the victim.
Identify applicable Supreme Court cases.



IF TRIBE WANTS TO EXERCISE CIVIL 
JURISDICTION
Identify race of parties
Identify location/ land status where cause of 
action arose
If conduct involves non-member on fee land 
then the Tribe must meet one of either 
Montana exceptions in order to regulate & 
adjudicate the actvity.


